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ON RHYTHM SCIENCE
H. Medison

I hold myself much honored to say anything

definite on the so-called Rhythm science. This science

or philosophy has first been propounded by Dr. Kuri-

ta, a Japanese savant. It is a monistic experimental

philosophy, and has taken shape as a new science,

aiming at penetrating both the noumenal existences

and the phenomenal world, to afford a final, satisfac-

tory elucidation to the mystical universe. The pro-

pounder himself calls it a new science, though it may

with equal propriety be styled a new philosophy.

Nay, strictly speaking, either philosophy or science

would seem inadequate to express the true nature of

this new thesis, which combines both in quite a final

manner, as a philosophical science or scientific philoso-

phy. The supposition that the absolute, infinite nou-

menal world and the relative, finite phenomenal world

exist side by side, with distinct and different principles,

is an avowal of former exploded errors. On the con-

trary, perfect all-round truth must be a grand fusion
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of all partial truths and imperfect world views.

The Rhythm science shows an oiiginality in its

mode of elucidation, too. Hitherto all philosophy, after

the manner of science, has collected various kinds of

experience inductively, and deduced therefrom a princi-

ple to elucidate things by. But this new philosophy,

quite contrary to that, first establishes an all-ex-

plaining principle, and boldly proceeds in deductive

manner. This way of philosophizing is quite new

now-a-days. But, let us ask, which way is the right

one ? Induction is based upon well-known experiental

facts, so it has the advantage of being easily believed

in by the people. Not only this, but, in arriving at

a general law, even if it meets with some uncongenial

matters, it can patch up better. On the other hand,

deductive method is rather stiff, and, in meeting with

such dangers, cannot well dispose of them. More-

over, it finds some difficulty in convincing people by

joining itself to experiental facts.

In spite of this disadvantage, Dr. Kurita has

preferred his adventurous method to that safer com-

monplace one—He has established an all-powerful

principle, and goes on with 1 to elucidate all phe-
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nomena in the world, endeavoring to explain away

all bard questions in a most satisfactory manner. For

the distinctive characteristic of truth is to be its own

evidence ; and the only test of a valid principle is to

explain all things whatsoever. Now inductive mothods

are so far good as to deduce general laws or prin-

ciples out of the numerous experiental facts extensive-

ly collected and generalize. But when you meet

with new phenomena beyond your experience, your

boasted principles would come to a stand-still, and

have to plead inadequate. Present science seems to

be in this predicament. The distinction between animals

and vegetables, once contemplated to rest on an

adamantine basis, already found to have stood on

shifting sands, is now become quite untenable ; and

that between the organic and the inorganic has begun

to follow suit. His deductive method, in so far as it

is venturesome in its starting, is in possession of sufficient

experiental grounds, which can be hurled against any

unwelcome phenomena or unknown (new) facts along

the way to be able to maintain his position unshaken.

This method of establishing all-round truth, though

enviable enough, only a bold Genius can manage.
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So much for the method ; now, as to the con-

tents :

—

During past six thousand years, many distinguish-

ed sages and philosophers made their appearance upon

the globe, and attempted to solve the difficult pro-

blems of human life and the universe, but their phi-

losophizing and speculation only moved within certain

pale. They all supposed that the variform phenomenal

world must have in its foundation one noumenal reality,

and exercized their great ingenuity upon the true

nature of this supposed noumenal reality. They have

arrived at various results, to be sure ; but the noumenal

reality some supposed to be mind, and some matter

;

and others imagined it to be a dualism of mind and

matter. Of course all believed that the one noumenal

substance or being could be infinitely developed into

myriad different phenomena.

Now the idealist asserts that the mind, being the

ground of all things, can produce any phenomenon

whatever through its mysterious operation, while the

materialist maintains that matter is the sole ground of

all things, mental activities not excepted, even which

are deemed necessary attributes of matter. The third



would have it believed that mind and matter, being

two distinct entities, go parallel (by divine help, some

affirm). At any rate, ideal philosophy recognizes grand

d.'vine personality underlying all. Unlike all and any

of them, the so-called Rhythm philosophy recognizes

no noumenal substance underlying the phenomenal

universe • it denies the existence of mind as well as

matter, and affirms that they are not noumenal sub-

stances, but modes of operation simply. In other

words, it asserts that a definite regular rhythmic mo-

tion (waving motion) pervades the universe, which

gives rise to such phenomena. The rise and fall, birth

and death attending the phenomenal world is constant-

ly caused by the rhythmic motions. Mind and matter,

being two faces of one and the same thing, are pro-

perly and originally one. Thus idealism and material-

ism have been admirably harmonized.

This brand-new philosophy or science may be char-

acterized a sort of Atheistic idealism. All kinds of

former idealism recognize God, while atheistic materi-

alists have " materialized " their own minds.

According to the Rhythm philosophy, the mental

phenomena do not aris; fio.n a fundamental noumen-
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al source ; nay, mental operations are only to be pos-

sible among relative finite phenomena. As portioned

individuals, we have to preserve our mental operations,

such as thoughts, memories, etc. In order to this,

limited rhythmic motions are engendered in individuals,

disconnected with the absolute universal rhythmic mo-

tions. Such limited individual rhyth-motions constitute

mental phenomena.

Absolute universal rhythmic motions, devoid of in-

teractions, cannot manifest mental actions. In other

words, individual bodies have been " materialized '' by

means of rhythmic motions, and their minds again

have been formed by the same operations, for the per-

formance and preservation of their individual life-pro-

cess. So mind and body do not stand in the relation of

master and servant. Therefore neither one can be ex-

ercised and refined to the complete exclusion of the

other. They are equal in dignity. Neither one can

reign over the other. There is no matter without

corresponding mind, there is no mind without corres-

ponding matter. Mind always acts upon matter, and

this through matter always ; separated from matter,

mind is powerless towards matter.
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But there is a point worth noticing. Besides the

inind, there are ideas and ideations. The ideas here

referred to, are not ordinary psychological ideas. They

are ardent crystalized thoughts, which, though produced

by mental operations, have power to act upon or in-

fluence matter (material existences) qiite independent

of the parent-mind. Here be it noted that all the

life-states both internal and external, of all living

things, are "photographed" in rhythm and eternally

preserved'; so that skilled mediums can at any time

conjure up those "crystalized" ideas or "photograph-

ed " life-states, even low life-states of animal existence

or plant existence, that may have occured thousand

years since.

Besides matter, corporal phenomena, such as those

of society and state, are looked upon as organic life-

phenomena, But our Rhythm philosophy rejects the

theory that regards the future life to be a continuation

of the present earth-life, and recognizes soul or spirit

behind that life. The Rhythm science, however, re-

cognizes the reality of apparitions (appearance of

ghosts) as the results of crystalized ideas or photo-

graphed life-states.—works mediums, moves ma'erial



bodies without touching them, cures organic as well

as chronic diseases, gives sight to the blind, restores

voluntary activity to the palsied, impresses images on

philms without any apparatus or chemicals, displays

clairvoyance, teaches how to develop supernormal

powers. These are alleged to be so many evidential

proofs of " the soundness and validity of what it

asserts. The real nature of the life and mind hitherto

remained unexplained, is thus expounded with great

facility. Evolution and religion are criticized ;
philo-

sophy and science are judged: all this solely, by

means of the Rhythm laws, which he wields with

great freedom and admirable piquancy.

But what is the real nature of the so called

rhythm? This point is most note-worthy, wherein

lies the authority of this new science.

Although many philosophers from of old investi-

gated the real substance or being, underlying the

phenomenal universe with greal zeal, Dr. Kurita

triumphantly asserts that there is no noumenci ex-

istence underlying the phenomenal nature. Even if

there exist any noumenal substances, as to how the

noumenal substances are thus " phenomenalized," no
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satisfactory explanation has yet been offered. But,

according to the teachings of the Rhythm philosophy,

the universe is the mother body as well as the stage

of the phenomenal world. Therefore the truth governs

the relative world as it governs the absolute world,

the law being the same. This unique law of the

phenomenal world, is at the same time that of the

fundamental reality itself. The true character of the

universe and that of the phenomenal world are both

grounded upon the same principle, while same actions

run through both these worlds. And these actions

are caused by no noumenal existence ; the real cause

of which being a periodic waving vibration, which we

call Rhythm.

The function of " Rhythm " is to effect genera-

tion, production and destruction, which are concomitant

circumstances of the rhythmic vibration.

When the rhythm-law first manifested a change

like that of a nebula, fire and water being produced,

acted upon each other positively and negatively ; at

last there were generated such visible phenomenal

world. But as soon as the generative energy closes

to work, and destruction sets in, a new generative
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act begins already. So this law acts incessantly,

generation and destruction rapidly succeeding, each

treads upon the heels of the other, they being one

continuous action. Only men feel them so. Viewed

from the phenomenal world, the rhythm is a single

activity, being in itself a unification, which in turn

does the duty of self preservation. So the rhythmic

vibratory activity is triune in its operation, but totally

different from the Christian trinity, or the Buddhist

trimurti which, however, are, both of them, comprehen-

ded in it.

We will only speak of two or three salient

points of this remarkable new philosophy, which to

criticize fully would take a very long time.

Rhythmic operations pervade the universe. As

their results, gaseous bodies, fluids and solids, as well

as many other phenomenal things appear. However

changed, however " phenomenalized," they cannot go

beyond the circle. Thus all bodies, of what character

soever, are constantly being acted upon by the rhythm-

action. Matter does not come out suddenly ; must

undergo several successive changes or phenomenaJiza-

tions, for instance, as electrons.
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But materialized things must have their own cha-

racters, which, though are generated by the universal

rhythmic activity, their own character must be pro-

duced by their individual unification, which creates

individual traits by means of personal positive rhythm

activity, which ensures self-preservation, and at the

same time interact with the universal rhythm activity.

Now, matter is composed of next-to-nothing, atomic,

electron-like particles, each of which possesses absolute

property, and, each individually and universally, has

absolute sensitivity :—each of which can represent the

whole, just as the peach-tree can be represented by

its blossoms, or by its leaves, or by its fruits.

This absolute sensitivity, in man becomes percep-

tion, and when rationalized becomes reason ; while

perfected " generation " becomes ideas or " crystalized
"

thoughts. Therefore all material things, of what

character soever, possess sensitivity ; only reason and

ideas are present in higher organisms, in man alone,

just as the "black lead" enclosed in cylinder of wood

(pencil), though carbon in its origin as diamond is,

cannot possess the same properties as diamond. And

as thus matter originates in sensitivity, we must say, in
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the language of the phenomenal world, that matter is

sensitivity, and sensitivity is matter ; consequently,

matter is mentality, and mind is materiality, however

great the difference of degrees may be. In short,

mind and matter are only two sides of one and the

same operation.

As the necessary corollary, the science does not

recognize mind in places where matter is not ; and so

again it denies the existence of God as a pure spiritu-

al personality in and outside the material universe.

At the same time with this, God is internally cognized

as deified own self, which is incorporated with the

universe, and governs the universe. And thus man is

looked upon as self-originating, organizing ideal per-

sonality.

But this self-divinity thus sublimated, is not left

as a mere theory. All things are practically formulat-

ed and scientifically expounded. All " fantacies of the

living and dead," as well as mystic, miraculous actions

of " evil spirits " are taught as proper sphere of man

himself. Thus images are impressed on dry-plates or

on films by dint of ideas, without using any apparatus
;

material bodies are moved without touching ; by-gone
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personalities are photographed like " spirit photographs

;

"ghosts" of dead persons are conjured up and talked

to by means of mediumistic powers ; distant states are

clairvoyantly reported
;

particular persons' minds are

read or influenced ; bilocation is practised ; dreams are

forced upon others ; diseases are cured. Three things

are taught systematically and scienfically. Educated

people, able scholars are paying their great attention to

this science as bringing new epoch with it. What a

wonderful phenomenon !

We are accustomed to regard the apparitions

hithero observed to be a proof of the survival, nay we

have predicated the immortality of the soul. But

this new philosophy, while recognizing the possibility

and even practicability of such phenomena, flatly denies

the existence of an absolute God, and of immortal

spirits or souls ; and at the same time, maintains that

all facts or occurrences, both great and small, from of

old, have been impressed on the " air-element," as on

the gramophone plates, and kept and preserved there
;

so that certain powers (such as mediumistic powers)

can at any time call them up, in the same manner as

we call up faded memories vividly through associations'
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It also affirms that, though mind does not exist in-

dependently of matter, its ideas or crystalized thoughts

persist independently of matter. So that spontaneous

ghosts are looked upon as such ideas (crystalized

thoughts), while conjured up spirits are deemed so

many life-images. Through the existence of these

activities, mind-reading and telepathy are made pos-

sible.

Thus the grounds of our beliefs have been shifted

from under us. Now the rhythm activities have be-

come already accredited in modern science in one form

or other, such as light-waves, sound-waves, etc. The

highest region of physical studies, though still called

physical, almost transcends material condition ; and

radium, electrons, ether and energy, and their activities

are invisible. Physical studies have been thus highly

sublimated.

The new phenomenon running through philosophy

and science, effecting the unity of matter and mind, is

to be realized between these, namely, above physical

studies and below the rhythm-science, which may be

explained in terms of electricity. Thus a light has

already dawneJ upon the possibility of artificial life.
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The new science which aims at realizing this

monistic principle both physically and metaphysically,

has appeared in the midst of the great world war,

with high ambition to bring about a new salutary

revolution both internal and external in the domain of

human thoughts,

I admire its great ambition. Hope to write a

more minute criticism on it in the future, again.

[end]
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